# Driven to Discover Research Facility
## 2022 Daily Schedule

### Thursday, August 25th

**9:00am – 2:00pm**
- Remember This!  
  Natalie Covington
- To Vax or Not to Vax? Your Choice, Your Voice!  
  Rachael Grundman & Karin Larsen
- This is America  
  Jacqueline Johnson
- Tip Top Kids 3  
  Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- Shuttle ahead! Follow or pass?  
  Nichole Morris & Curtis Craig
- Got purpose?  
  Mary Radomski
- 10,000 Families Study  
  Logan Spector

**2:30pm – 9:00pm**
- What’s in your App?  
  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Jenna Marquard
- Time to talk about overactive bladder  
  Michael Borofsky
- People Helping People: Better Understanding Sarcoma  
  Kathryn Dusenbery
- Let’s Check Your Balance!  
  Cara Herbers & Matthew Johnson
- Looking for a career switch? Is this your dream job?  
  Harshada Karnik & JP Leider
- Know your numbers to control your risk!  
  Erica Shorr & Samuel Theesfeld
- Calling all STRONG Women!  
  Lindsay Williams

### Friday, August 26th

**9:00am – 2:00pm**
- Healthcare Multiverse  
  Mary Butler
- Tooth or Consequences  
  Priscilla Flynn
- How Does Your Child Mooove?  
  Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
- Child Protection - Are we getting it right?  
  Traci LaLiberte & Kristine Piescher
- COVID-19: Tell Us Your Story  
  Mary Fran Tracy & Sandy Hagstrom
- Create a Healthier Future!  
  Rachel Whitwam

**2:30pm – 9:00pm**
- What’s in your App?  
  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Jenna Marquard
- Tooth or Consequences  
  Priscilla Flynn
- To Vax or Not to Vax? Your Choice, Your Voice!  
  Rachael Grundman & Karin Larsen
- You can save oak trees!  
  Jose Antonio Guzman Quesada
- Short of Breath during Exercise?  
  Paolo Pianosi
- Child Protection - Are we getting it right?  
  Traci LaLiberte & Kristine Piescher
- Smartphone APP for infants and pre-schoolers with respiratory disorders  
  Jonathan Strutt

### Saturday, August 27th

**9:00am – 2:00pm**
- Judge Comedians! Win a painting!  
  Mayank Anand & Akshay Rao
- Patients Engaged!  
  Mary Benbenek
- Kid Talk: How Do Kids Use Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
• How Does Your Child Mooove? Casey Hooke & Carole Tucker
• 10,000 Families Study Logan Spector
• All Aboard the Brain Train Sophia Vinogradov
• Prostate Cancer 101 Christopher Warlick & Michael Borofsky

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Remember This! Natalie Covington
• LIMBERjack: Come Test your Joint Mobility! Arin Ellingson & Rebecca Abbott
• Tip Top Kids 3 Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
• Your VOICE matters! Stephanie Misono & Daniel Weinstein
• Short of Breath during Exercise? Paolo Pianosi
• Smartphone APP for infants and pre-schoolers Jonathan Strutt
• What on earth do you mean? Benjamin Toff

Sunday, August 28th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study Meredith Adams, McKenzie Tolan & Janet Choi
• Tooth or Consequences Priscilla Flynn
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us! Robert McGovern
• 10,000 Families Study Logan Spector
• COVID-19: Tell Us Your Story Mary Fran Tracy & Sandy Hagstrom
• All Aboard the Brain Train Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study Meredith Adams, McKenzie Tolan & Janet Choi
• Judge Comedians! Win a painting! Mayank Anand & Akshay Rao
• Tooth or Consequences Priscilla Flynn
• To Vax or Not to Vax? Your Choice, Your Voice! Rachael Grundman & Karin Larsen
• You can save oak trees! Jose Antonio Guzman Quesada
• Sink or Swim Hikaru Peterson & Eric Honebrink
• Calling all STRONG Women! Lindsay Williams

Monday, August 29th
9:00am – 2:00pm
• Heathcare Multiverse Mary Butler
• Let Us Knock Your Socks Off! Sue Duval
• Tip Top Kids 3 Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
• Judge the Jab Catherine McCarty & Grant Anderson
• Got purpose? Mary Radomski
• What on earth do you mean? Benjamin Toff

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Patients Engaged! Mary Benbenek
• Time to talk about overactive bladder Michael Borofsky
• People Helping People: Better Understanding Sarcoma Kathryn Dusenbery
• Let Us Knock Your Socks Off!  
  Sue Duval

• Sink or Swim  
  Hikaru Peterson & Eric Honebrink

• Shoulder Junction: What's Your Function?  
  Gaura Saini & Paula Ludewig

---

**Tuesday, August 30th**

9:00am – 2:00pm

- Judge Comedians! Win a painting!  
  Mayank Anand & Akshay Rao
- Remember This!  
  Natalie Covington
- Tooth or Consequences  
  Pricilla Flynn
- Lend a hand to 3D scans  
  Linsey Griffin
- Tip Top Kids 3  
  Wendy Looman & Elena Geiger-Simpson
- Got snot?  
  Beth Thielen
- All Aboard the Brain Train  
  Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- Tooth or Consequences  
  Pricilla Flynn
- Lend a hand to 3D scans  
  Linsey Griffin
- Judge the Jab  
  Catherine McCarty & Grant Anderson
- What on earth do you mean?  
  Benjamin Toff
- All Aboard the Brain Train  
  Sophia Vinogradov
- Prostate Cancer 101  
  Christopher Warlick & Michael Borofsky
- Calling all STRONG Women!  
  Lindsay Williams

---

**Wednesday, Aug. 31st**

9:00am – 2:00pm

- Does your mask fit U?  
  Linsey Griffin
- mHealth and traumatic dental injuries  
  Boyen Huang & Karin Quick
- This is America  
  Jacqueline Johnson
- Sun’s Out, Thumbs Out  
  Corey McGee & Leah Johnson
- Shoulder Junction: What’s Your Function?  
  Gaura Saini & Paula Ludewig
- Finger blood flow, on a (selfie) stick  
  Jonathan Strutt
- Create a Healthier Future!  
  Rachel Whitwam

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- Kid Talk: How Do Kids Use Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
- Does your mask fit U?  
  Linsey Griffin
- mHealth and traumatic dental injuries  
  Boyen Huang & Karin Quick
- Looking for a career switch? Is this your dream job?  
  Harshada Karnik & JP Leider
- Speaking and Thinking: How it works?  
  Jayanthi Sasisekaran
- Prostate Cancer 101  
  Christopher Warlick & Michael Borofsky

---

**Thursday, Sept. 1st**

9:00am – 2:00pm

- Let Us Knock Your Socks Off!  
  Sue Duval
- LIMBERjack: Come Test your Joint Mobility!  
  Arin Ellingson & Rebecca Abbott
- Child Protection - Are we getting it right?  
  Traci LaLiberte & Kristine Piescher
• Tip Top Kids 3
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!
• What on earth do you mean?

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Let us knock your socks off!
• Child Protection - Are we getting it right?
• Judge the Jab
• Got purpose?
• All Aboard the Brain Train
• Create a Healthier Future!

Friday, Sept. 2nd
9:00am – 2:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!
• Judge Comedians! Win a painting!
• Kid Talk: How Do Kids Use Language?
• mHealth and traumatic dental injuries
• Sun’s Out, Thumb’s Out
• 10,000 Families Study
• Finger blood flow, on a (selfie) stick

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• The Great Minnesota Earwax Study!
• LIMBERjack: Come Test your Joint Mobility!
• mHealth and traumatic dental injuries
• Looking for a career switch? Is this your dream job?
• Know your numbers to control your risk!
• Prostate Cancer 101

Saturday, Sept. 3rd
9:00am – 2:00pm
• People Helping People: Better Understanding Sarcoma
• Judge the Jab
• I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!
• Your VOICE matters!
• 10,000 Families Study
• Finger blood flow, on a (selfie) stick

2:30pm – 9:00pm
• Judge Comedians! Win a painting!
• Time to talk about overactive bladder
• LIMBERjack: Come Test your Joint Mobility!
• To Vax or Not to Vax? Your Choice, Your Voice!
• Looking for a career switch? Is this your dream job?
**Sunday, Sept. 4th**

9:00am – 2:00pm

- Kid Talk: How Do Kids Use Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
- mHealth and traumatic dental injuries  
  Boyen Huang & Karin Quick
- I like to move it, move it: Come walk with us!  
  Robert McGovern
- 10,000 Families Study  
  Logan Spector
- Finger blood flow, on a (selfie) stick  
  Jonathan Strutt
- All Aboard the Brain Train  
  Sophia Vinogradov

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- mHealth and traumatic dental injuries  
  Boyen Huang & Karin Quick
- Looking for a career switch? Is this your dream job?  
  Harshada Karnik & JP Leider
- Got purpose?  
  Mary Radomski
- Know your numbers to control your risk!  
  Erica Shorr & Samuel Theesfeld
- Calling all STRONG Women!  
  Lindsay Williams

**Monday, September 5th**

9:00am – 2:00pm

- Kid Talk: How Do Kids Use Language?  
  Lizbeth Finestack
- Handheld Drawing Robots  
  Timothy Kowalewski
- Learn what your numbers predict!  
  Dalerie Lieberz & Alexandra Borstad
- Judge the Jab  
  Catherine McCarty & Grant Anderson
- Finger blood flow, on a (selfie) stick  
  Jonathan Strutt
- Create a Healthier Future!  
  Rachel Whitwam

2:30pm – 9:00pm

- Judge Comedians! Win a painting!  
  Mayank Anand & Akshay Rao
- What’s in your App?  
  Robin Austin, Sripriya Rajamani & Jenna Marquard
- LIMBERjack: Come Test your Joint Mobility!  
  Arin Ellingson & Rebecca Abbott
- You can save oak trees!  
  Jose Antonio Guzman Quesada
- Learn what your numbers predict!  
  Dalerie Lieberz & Alexandra Borstad
- Got purpose?  
  Mary Radomski